Dynamic exergy method and its application for CO₂ compression and purification unit in oxy-combustion power plants
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HIGHLIGHTS

• A systematic dynamic exergy method is proposed and examined.
• Dynamic exergy calculation and dynamic exergy evaluation procedures are included.
• Dynamic exergy property and sensitivity of operating parameters can be obtained.
• The effects of closed-loop control system on system performance can be quantified.
• Dynamic exergy performance for CO₂ compression and purification unit is acquired.
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ABSTRACT

A systematic dynamic exergy method is proposed for identifying exergy performance dynamically to achieve efficient operation, and then examined through its applications for air compression process and CO₂ compression and purification unit (CPU). In this method, the dynamic exergy calculation is based on complicated coupling procedures among steady-state simulation, dynamic simulation, and exergy calculation. Then, dynamic exergy property, energy consumptions for operating conditions, sensitivity of operating parameters, and the effect of control system can be acquired in the dynamic exergy evaluation. It is found that the proposed dynamic exergy method would be a powerful tool to uncover important information for operators and engineers. From the results of CPU, flue gas composition ramp up process runs more effectively than that of flow rate ramp down and composition ramp down processes. CPU is more sensitive to the variation of flue gas composition than that of flue gas flow rate since smaller sensitive factor is obtained in the latter case. Control system saves energy during flue gas composition ramp down process however consumes energy in flow rate ramp down and composition ramp up processes. Meanwhile, smaller control costs are required for flue gas flow rate ramp case than that of composition ramp case.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Exergy, as a second law of thermodynamics concept, is a measure of the departure of system state from environment state (Bejan et al., 1996). It has been widely used as a powerful tool to identify thermodynamic performance, economic aspects, environmental impacts, and sustainable development for a specific system (Dincer, 2002). To assess the thermodynamic behavior, exergy analysis method can be applied to identify system efficiency and locate potential energy savings through obtaining exergy efficiency and the distribution of exergy destruction (Bejan et al., 1996). When introducing economic cost concept into exergy, thermoeconomic analysis (Valero et al., 2006b; Xiong et al., 2012b) can be formed to provide the engineers with information, which is not available through conventional exergy analysis and economic evaluation but crucial to the design and operation of a cost effective system. Then, malfunctions and degradations in the system can be discovered and quantified through thermoeconomic diagnosis (Valero et al., 2006a), whilst optimal operations and performance can be recognized by thermoeconomic optimization (Bejan et al., 1996; Valero et al., 2006a; Xiong et al., 2012a). In addition, exergy can be suggested as the most appropriate method to uncover environmental impacts, since reducing exergy losses would be effective to achieve energy security and improve pollution control technologies (Rosen and Dincer, 1999). Furthermore, exergy can be combined with life cycle assessment to form...
exergoenvironmental analysis (Meyer et al., 2009) for evaluating the location, magnitude, and sources of the environmental impacts associated with energy conversion systems. When environmental impacts are minimized and sustainable energy sources are supplied, sustainable development can be obtained and improved (Dincer and Rosen, 2004).

Despite the above applications, exergy can also be used to connect between thermodynamics and process control. Dynamic exergy balance and system settling time equations were developed to reflect the controllability of a process (Luyben et al., 1999). Relative exergy array (Montelongo-Luna et al., 2011) and relative exergy destroyed array (Munir et al., 2013b) were proposed based on the concept of relative gain array (Bristol, 1966) to quantify control pairings for choosing eco-efficiency process design and control. While, the thermodynamically efficient control pairings would not be guaranteed for a reliable controllability. To obtain the eco-efficiency control configuration and robust controllability simultaneously, dynamic simulation is recommended to demonstrate the aforementioned control pairing results. From the dynamic exergy performance based on the potential control configurations, their total exergy destructions can be compared to determine a desired control pairing (Munir et al., 2013a). Unfortunately, dynamic exergy value cannot be directly obtained from dynamic simulation results. An exergy eco-efficiency factor (Munir et al., 2012) was proposed to complete the validation process. However, in this work, the exergy results in the dynamic simulation were simply calculated using steady state results with large errors. Moreover, the defined exergy evaluation factor could not be interpreted with a definite physical prospect. Therefore, an accurate and systematic method in dynamic simulation aiming to gain dynamic exergy performance and evaluation factors should be developed to evaluate system performance for achieving reasonable and efficient operation. Control system is often configured in a chemical plant to maintain the product quality, however, limited information for the impacts of control system on system operation from the perspective of energy performance is presented. Thus, it is critical to clarify the function of control system during different operating conditions for optimizing control system and system operation.

The purpose of this study is to find a systematic dynamic exergy method to acquire dynamic performance of exergy parameters for a process or system, which then can be helpful for guiding operators and engineers to achieve thermodynamically efficient operation. A dynamic exergy method is proposed with systematic procedures (dynamic exergy calculation and dynamic exergy evaluation) and several well-defined evaluation parameters. To validate its effectiveness, the proposed dynamic exergy method is applied to two processes: air compression and CO$_2$ compression and purification unit (CPU) in oxy-combustion power plants. Detailed dynamic exergy performances for the two systems are analyzed comprehensively by identifying their dynamic exergy property, energy consumptions for operating conditions, sensitivity of operating parameters, and the effects of control system on system performance during different operating scenarios.

2. Methodology

Essentially, the basic idea of dynamic exergy concept is that stream, device, and system would have the corresponding stream exergy, power, and exergy parameters for describing the thermodynamic performance of system, respectively, at every time point (t) when system operates from one state to another during an appropriate time period. For an open system, the dynamic exergy balance can be formulated as: (Bejan et al., 1996; Luyben et al., 1999)

$$\frac{dE(x(t))}{dt} = \left[ E_{f}(t) + w + \sum q(T_i - T_0)/T_i \right]_{in} - \left[ E_{f}(t) + w + \sum q(T_i - T_0)/T_i \right]_{out} - T_0 \sigma(x(t))$$

where, $dE(x(t))/dt$ means rate of exergy change or accumulation within system, $E_f(t)$ stands for exergy flows carried by fluid streams entering or leaving system, $w$ represents mechanical power delivered to or derived from system, $q_i$ illustrates heat input (or removal) rate from source $i$, and $\sigma(x(t))$ indicates total entropy production rate as a result of running process, respectively. When system operation is under non-steady state, the exergy flows for two adjacent time points (t and t + dt) would have a difference dE. The choice of time step (Δt) is determined by the accuracy for description of system, which means that the dynamic exergy curve for system operation would be more accurate when the time step is smaller. When system operates under steady state, the thermodynamic performance would remain unchanged since exergy flows are identical at two adjacent time points. Calculating exergy parameters at every time point would form the exergy curves as a function of time for stream, device, and system. From these dynamic exergy plots, operating conditions for stream, device and system can be compared through the exergy values at two different time points, energy consumptions of operating scenarios for stream, device, and system can be obtained by counting the areas under exergy curves, and then control structures and their effects on system operation can be compared and analyzed, respectively.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a systematic dynamic exergy method is proposed to identify the above dynamic features for system to achieve effective and efficient operation. This method can be divided into two steps: dynamic exergy calculation and dynamic exergy evaluation.

2.1. Dynamic exergy calculation

In the dynamic exergy calculation, it aims to get the exergy parameters at every time points under different operating scenarios, and then draw the curves of exergy parameter as a function of time. It mainly includes three parts: steady-state model and simulation, dynamic model and simulation, and exergy calculation. At the beginning, the steady-state model for a chemical plant is established, and design data is used to validate the steady-state simulation (here, Aspen Plus is adopted) results. In order to obtain thermodynamic data at every time point when system operation switches from one state to another, steady-state model should be exported to dynamic model (here it is established in Aspen Plus Dynamics) through accomplishing dynamic simulation preparation (Jin et al., 2015a, 2014b; Luyben, 2002) which consists of choosing the type of dynamic simulation, adding or removing necessary connections, and estimating the geometric sizes of equipment for dynamic inputs. To maintain system operation around optimal conditions, closed-loop control system should be designed and configured in the dynamic model to identify the dynamic behavior under different operating scenarios. From dynamic simulation results, dynamic responses of the thermodynamic parameters including temperature, pressure, flow rate, composition, and power for system configured with closed control system at every time point during different operating scenarios can be obtained. When operating demands put into steady-state model where control system is not considered, it can obtain the thermodynamic parameters including temperature, pressure, flow rate, composition, and power for system without control system at every time point during different operating scenarios.
After obtaining the required thermodynamic information from the above simulations, exergy calculation can be implemented through the calculation program written in Microsoft Excel. To reflect system operation, physical exergy ($E_{PH}$), chemical exergy ($E_{CH}$), fuel exergy ($E_{F}$), product exergy ($E_{P}$), exergy destruction ($E_{D}$), and exergy efficiency ($\eta$) are introduced, calculated and plotted as dynamic exergy curves. $E_{PH}$ is defined as the maximum theoretical useful work obtained as a system passes from its initial state ($T$ and $P$) to the environment state ($T_0$ and $P_0$), which can be calculated by Eq. (2) (Bejan et al., 1996; Xiong et al., 2011). $E_{CH}$ arises from the departure of the chemical composition of a system from the environment, which can be determined from Eqs. (3) and (4) (Bejan et al., 1996; Xiong et al., 2011). Eq. (3) is used to calculate the chemical exergy for a gaseous component in the reference environment model, whilst the chemical exergy for a gaseous mixture is calculated via Eq. (4). The total exergy of a stream is the sum of physical exergy and chemical exergy, which can be expressed as Eq. (5) (Bejan et al., 1996; Xiong et al., 2011).

\[
E_{PH} = m \left[ (h - h_0) - T_0(s - s_0) \right] 
\]  
(2)

\[
E_{CH} = m \left[ -RT_0 \ln x^0 \right] 
\]  
(3)

\[
E_{CH} = m \left[ \sum x_k e_k^{CH} + RT_0 \sum x_k \ln x_k \right] 
\]  
(4)

\[
E_{stream} = E_{PH} + E_{CH} 
\]  
(5)

where the subscript “0” and “k” stand for the reference state (Gaggioli and Petit, 1977) and the gaseous component in the mixture, $h$ and $s$ mean the unit enthalpy (kJ/kmol) and unit entropy (kJ kmol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), $R$ is the gas constant, 8.314 J K$^{-1}$ mol$^{-1}$, $x^0$ represents the mole fraction of the gaseous component in the environment model, and $x_k$ illustrates the mole fraction of the gaseous component $k$, respectively.

For determining the exergy destruction ($E_{D}$) and exergy efficiency ($\eta$), it is necessary to identify fuel, irreversibility and
product for the thermodynamic system being analyzed. The fuel represents the resources required to generate the product and is not necessarily restricted to being an actual fuel such as gas, oil, or coal, whilst the product means the desired result produced by the system. The irreversibility derives from losses caused by transfer from system to ambient (external loss) and thermodynamic or economic constraints (internal loss). As measured in terms of exergy, fuel, irreversibility, and product can be expressed as fuel exergy ($E_f$), exergy destruction ($E_D$), and product exergy ($E_p$), respectively. Among these four parameters, their correlations can be presented as below (Bejan et al., 1996; Jin et al., 2015d; Xiong et al., 2011)

$$E_D = E_f - E_p$$

(6)

$$\eta = \frac{E_p}{E_f}$$

(7)

2.2. Dynamic exergy evaluation

From the aforementioned exergy calculation results, dynamic exergy responses versus time under different operating scenarios can be plotted. In the dynamic exergy plot, dynamic exergy property for the system can be obtained directly to identify thermodynamic performance in real-time, which mainly includes the dynamic variations of total fuel exergies, total product exergies, total exergy destructions, and exergy efficiencies. Then, energy consumptions for operating conditions at different time periods can be calculated through counting areas under the curves. Areas under dynamic curves of total fuel exergies, total product exergies, and total exergy destructions reflect energy inputs from fuels, energy outputs from products, and energy consumptions caused by irreversibility, respectively. They can be formulated as below.

$$\alpha = \int_{t_0}^{t_1} E_i(t) dt$$

(8)

where, $\alpha$ means energy (kW h), $t$ illustrates different time points, subscript 0 stands for the initial time point and 1 for the final time point, and $i$ represents different exergy types (i.e., fuel exergy, product exergy, and exergy destruction), respectively. Based on the calculated energy consumptions, a sensitive factor $\beta$ expressed in Eq. (9) can be introduced to justify the sensitivity of operating parameters. It aims to identify the influence level of operating parameters on system operation, which indicates the amount of unit output varies when input changes with one unit variation.

$$\beta = \left( \frac{dy}{y_0} \right) \left( \frac{du}{u_0} \right)$$

(9)

where, $\beta$ is the non-dimensional number, $y$ means output (here, it is the energy consumption which can be derived from area under the curve of exergy destruction), $dy$ means energy consumption from the time of giving input demand to the time of system operating at steady state finally, $y_0$ represents energy consumption during the varied time period when system operates at initial steady-state, $u$ illustrates input (here, it is the variable for implementing the operating demand), $u_0$ stands for initial value of input, respectively. The higher value of this parameter implies that the system performance is more sensitive to the corresponding operating parameter. On the other hand, the effects of closed-loop control system on system performance, considered as control penalty and control cost, can also be quantified through calculating the total energy inputs, outputs and consumptions under both open-loop and closed-loop controls simultaneously. The control penalty is defined as the difference between the total energy consumptions under open-loop and closed-loop controls, which can be expressed as below.

$$\Delta \alpha = \alpha_{D, \text{closed}} - \alpha_{D, \text{open}}$$

(10)

where, $\Delta \alpha$ has positive and negative signs ("-" means closed-loop control offers favorable influence on system performance while "+" indicates an opposite meaning). It reveals that control system saves energy (i.e. "]") or consumes energy (i.e. "+") for system performance. Based on concept for identifying the cost of control system on thermo-economic diagnosis (Verda et al., 2004), the control cost can be defined analogously as below.

$$k = \frac{|E_{f, \text{closed}} - E_{f, \text{open}}|}{|D_{\text{closed}} - D_{\text{open}}|}$$

(11)

in which, the numerator equals to the total fuel impacts whilst the denominator means the total product impacts, calculated as the difference between their values (energy inputs and outputs) at the constrained (closed-loop) and free (open-loop) conditions, respectively. This parameter manifests the relationships between fuel impacts and product impacts, which indicates that the required control efforts to maintain product quality when fuel input is deviated from the designed condition. The higher value of this parameter means that operator should pay more attention to the corresponding operating parameter to obtain safe and robust operation.

3. Case study 1: air compression process

As shown in Fig. 2, a single compressor with a flow rate control loop (FC_COM) is used to boost air pressure from 1 atm to 2.5 bar. The detailed procedures for executing the proposed dynamic exergy method are explained for this simple process in the following.

Step 1: dynamic exergy calculation

To obtain the required thermodynamic data for dynamic exergy calculation, steady-state model and simulation, dynamic model and simulation, and exergy calculation should be completed.

3.1. Steady-state model and simulation

Steady-state model for this air compression process can be modeled through mathematical modeling or well-established model in the commercial simulation tool. Here, a “compressor” model in the Aspen Plus is used to represent this process, in which the isentropic efficiency and mechanical efficiency are 0.85 and 0.98, respectively. Detailed information for this steady-state simulation is presented in the Fig. 2. This procedure mainly aims to get the thermodynamic data under open-loop control during operating scenarios using the input change demands as discussed in the next step.

3.2. Dynamic model and simulation

Completing the dynamic preparations, the steady-state model for compression is exported to dynamic model in Aspen Plus Dynamics. A flow control loop is configured in this dynamic model via manipulating its brake power. Then, tow operating scenarios including flow rate and temperature ramp change processes are investigated. In flow rate change process, inlet flow rate decreases from 100 kmol/s to 80 kmol/s whilst other conditions such as temperature, composition and pressure are unchanged during 5th minute to 10th minute. It then leads to the decrease of power consumption in compressor from 30,651.20 kW to 24,520.70 kW. Also during the same time period, power consumption increases about 1.68% and outlet temperature increases about 6.66 °C when inlet temperature changes from 25 °C to 30 °C whilst other
parameters are maintained constant. The key feature for this step is to gain the required thermodynamic information as a function of time under closed-loop control (FC_COM) during flow rate and temperature change cases.

3.3. Exergy calculation

Based on the above thermodynamic data under closed-loop and open-loop controls, stream exergy can be calculated using Eqs. (2)–(7). The fuel exergy consists of inlet stream exergy (2.46%) and power consumption required in compressor (97.54%), while the product exergy is the exergy of outlet stream. Exergy destruction is the difference between fuel exergy and product exergy, whilst exergy efficiency is the ratio of product exergy to fuel exergy. After calculating these parameters at every time point, dynamic exergy plots of fuel exergy, product exergy, exergy destruction, and exergy efficiency can be formed.

Step 2: dynamic exergy evaluation

According to these dynamic exergy plots, dynamic exergy assessment for system performance can be accomplished as follows.

3.4. Dynamic exergy property

As manifested in Fig. 3, fuel exergy decreases about 6285.09 kW since the decrease of inlet stream flow rate contributes to the reductions of inlet stream exergy and power consumption in compressor. Product exergy reduces about 5479.27 kW because the decrease of outlet stream flow rate also leads to the decrease of outlet stream exergy. For exergy destruction and exergy efficiency, their dynamic behavior is the results of fuel exergy and product exergy, in which the former decreases about 20.00% and the latter increases very slightly. Comparing between closed-loop and open-loop controls, it finds that the differences for exergy parameters (except for exergy efficiency) are very small because flow control loop is tight and easy for realization.

As inlet temperature increases, as shown in Fig. 4, fuel exergy increases about 1.67% whilst product exergy gets an increase of 1.88%. For fuel exergy, it results from the increment of inlet physical exergy (the chemical exergy is constant because the flow rate and composition are unchanged) and power consumption in compressor. With respect to the increase of product exergy, it is ascribed to the increase of outlet physical exergy. Exergy destruction increases about 10.78 kW whilst exergy efficiency increases about 0.18 percent point, which is attributed to the variations of fuel exergy (+525.98 kW, +1.67%) and product exergy (+515.20 kW, +1.88%).

3.5. Energy consumptions for operating scenarios

Based on Eq. (8), energy inputs, energy outputs and energy utilization ratios are summarized in Table 1. Compared with the two cases, temperature change case consumes larger energy inputs and produces more energy outputs, which then leads to higher energy utilization ratio than that in flow rate change case. Since flow control loop is configured and acted on the brake power of compressor, higher energy utilization ratio is found in closed-loop case than that of open-loop case.

3.6. Sensitivity of operating parameters

Calculated from Eq. (9), the sensitivity of operating parameters is listed in Table 2. It is found that system operation is more sensitive to the variation of temperature than that of flow rate since higher sensitive factor for temperature change case is obtained. When compared between closed-loop and open-loop cases, it indicates that the sensitivity of operating parameters is independent of control system because very small difference is observed for the sensitivity of closed-loop and open-loop cases.

3.7. Control penalty and control cost

Table 3 presents the quantified control effects on system performance as determined from Eqs. (10) and (11). For the two operating conditions, control plays the role of energy savings since
control penalties are negative. As only flow control is considered, control cost during flow rate change process is calculated as 4.87. It reveals that the required control efforts to maintain product quality when flow rate is deviated from the initial condition. It can also be used to identify which operating parameter should be paid more attention during operations, which it has been discussed in the next CPU example.

4. Case study 2: CO2 compression and purification unit

Fig. 5 shows the process flow diagram of a CPU (Jin et al., 2015b,c) in oxy-combustion power plant. It primarily consists of three-stage CO2 compressor with intercoolers (MCC), cold box (including first multi-stream heat exchanger (E1), first flash separator (F1), second multi-stream heat exchanger (E2), second flash separator (F2)), compressor (C) and after-cooler (Cooler)). The feeding flue gas is compressed to 30 bar and then sent to cold box for removing impurities. In the first flash separation, flue gas is passed through E1 and cooled down to –24.64°C before entering into F1. In such a way, the liquid CO2 products are gained at the bottom whilst the top stream is cooled continually to –55°C and sent to F2 in the second flash separation; the second flow of CO2 products is obtained from the F2 bottom and vent gas is emitted from the F2 top. Finally, the second CO2 product is boosted and mixed with the first CO2 products for storage or utilization.

4.1. Steady-state model and simulation

As discussed in our previous studies (Jin et al., 2015b,c), steady-state model for CPU is established in Aspen Plus and Table 4 summarizes key boundary conditions for completing steady-state simulation. Detailed information can refer to our previous studies where single variable analysis, exergy analysis, techno-economic evaluation, thermoeconomic cost analysis, and multi-variable optimization were investigated to identify the comprehensive characteristics of CPU. When operating demands (discussed in the next step) put into steady-state simulation, thermodynamic data under open-loop control is obtained.

4.2. Dynamic model and simulation

From our previous study (Jin et al., 2015b), dynamic model for CPU with an optimal operating condition was built in Aspen Plus Dynamics. After designing a closed-loop control system based on a systematic “top-down analysis, bottom-up design” method (Jin et al., 2014a; Skogestad, 2004), dynamic simulations were conducted during flue gas flow rate change and flue gas composition change processes. In the proposed double temperature control system (Jin et al., 2015b), CO2 product purity control (CC_CO2), CO2 recovery rate control (CC_CRR), and stream temperature controls (TC_S8 and TC_S18) are configured in supervisory control layer to achieve CO2 product quality and avoid CO2 freezing point. Meanwhile, flow controls (FC_FG and FC_CO2), level controls (LC_F1 and LC_F2), temperature controls (TC_MCC and TC_Cooler), and pressure control (PC_F) are established in regulator control layer to maintain desirable operation. Dynamic behavior of thermodynamic parameters has been presented in
that study, which provides the required thermodynamic data for dynamic exergy calculation under closed-loop control.

4.3. Exergy calculation

Based on Eqs. (2)–(7) and the required thermodynamic information, exergy parameters for CPU are determined. Fuel exergy consists of power consumption in compressors (47.28%) and the exergy of flue gas (52.72%), whilst product exergy is the exergy of CO\textsubscript{2} product. The initial values for exergy destruction and exergy efficiency are 47,971.54 kW and 66.66%, respectively. Then, the combination of the results at every time point can form the exergy curves as function of time to lay foundation for dynamic exergy evaluation.

Step 2: dynamic exergy evaluation

Figs. 3–5 present dynamic exergy plots for CPU under the flue gas flow rate ramp down, flue gas composition ramp up, and flue gas composition ramp down processes, which then can be used for manifesting the following four characteristics: dynamic exergy property, energy consumptions for operating scenarios, sensitivity of operating parameters, and control penalty and control cost.

4.4. Dynamic exergy property

During the flue gas flow rate ramp down process from 100% to 80% with rate of 2%/min, dynamic exergy properties of fuel exergy, product exergy, exergy destruction, and exergy efficiency for the CPU are shown in Fig. 6. Apart from the exergy efficiency under the open-loop control which is unchanged, other exergy parameters for the open-loop and closed-loop controls follow with the variations of flue gas flow rate. For dynamic exergy responses, the decreases of fuel exergy and product exergy derive from the decrease of flue gas flow rate which then leads to the decreases of power consumptions in MCC (18.94%), the exergy of flue gas (20.00%) and the exergy of CO\textsubscript{2} product (20.00%), while the changes of exergy destruction and exergy efficiency are attributed to the larger reduction of fuel exergy (19.07%) than that of product exergy (20.00%). When compared with dynamic exergy performance between open-loop and closed-loop controls, their differences are mainly ascribed to the flow controls on flue gas and CO\textsubscript{2} products (FC\_FG and FC\_CO\textsubscript{2}). The deviation of fuel exergy mainly comes from power consumption in MCC moderated by flue gas flow control (FC\_FG), however, the deviation of product exergy primarily results from CO\textsubscript{2} product flow rate controlled by CO\textsubscript{2} product flow control (FC\_CO\textsubscript{2}). Due to different changes in fuel and product exergies generated by control actions, about 3.66% more exergy destructions are produced, resulting in exergy efficiency decreases about 1.06 percent points under the closed-loop control when compared to those in the open-loop control.

Fig. 7 gives dynamic exergy behavior for CPU during the flue gas composition ramp up case where CO\textsubscript{2} mole fraction increases about 5% whilst other impurities (O\textsubscript{2}, Ar, N\textsubscript{2}, CO, SO\textsubscript{x}, and NO\textsubscript{x}) decrease simultaneously in order to maintain the sum of mole fraction equals to unity. With the increase of CO\textsubscript{2} content in flue
gas, all the exergy parameters for CPU increase except for exergy destruction in the open-loop control. The increment of fuel exergy originates from the increases of power consumption in MCC (7.10%) and the chemical exergy of flue gas (4.71%), which indicates that composition plays the dominant role. The increase of product exergy lies in the manipulation from CO2 recovery rate control, which means that CO2 product flow rate should be increased to maintain CO2 recovery rate when flue gas flow rate and CO2 product purity are controlled by the corresponding control loops. Due to the similar reasons in the flue gas flow rate ramp down case, the smaller increase of fuel exergy (2.97%) than that of product exergy (3.73%) results in the decrease of fuel exergy. Opposite to that in flue gas composition ramp up operation, the decrease of product exergy rests on the decreases of CO2 product flow rate, which is the result of CO2 recovery rate control to maintain CO2 recovery rate when flue gas flow rate and CO2 product purity are controlled by the corresponding control loops. With respect to exergy destruction and exergy efficiency, their dynamic performance comes from different variations of fuel and product exergies. It should be noted that the decreases of fuel exergy and exergy efficiency after 45 min are attributed to the unchanged operating temperature, the decrease of system pressure and the decrease of CO2 content in flue gas as discussed in the previous study (Jin et al., 2015b). Due to similar reasons as analyzed in the second case, the different dynamic exergy behavior between the open-loop and closed-loop controls results from different flow and power performances, that is, whether they are regulated by robust controls.

### 4.5. Energy consumptions for operating scenarios

From dynamic exergy plots showed in Figs. 6–8 and Eq. (8), energy inputs and outputs for the CPU during three operating scenarios are listed in Table 5. Among three operating conditions,
the flue gas composition ramp down process consumes the largest energy inputs and produces the largest energy outputs since its time period lasts about 60 min. When considering the flue gas composition ramp down process under 50 min with the closed-loop control, its energy input and output would be 118,310.74 kWh and 78,181.71 kWh, respectively. From energy utilization ratio, the flue gas composition ramp up case appears to be most effective, compared with other two cases.

4.6. Sensitivity of operating parameters

To identify the sensitivity of operating parameters on system performance, sensitive factors for three cases are calculated from Eq. (9) and summarized in Table 6. It is found that the minimum sensitive factor occurs in the flue gas flow rate ramp down case, which accounts for about 22.62% of the largest sensitive factor in the flue gas composition ramp up process. Moreover, it indicates that system performance is more sensitive to variation of flue gas composition than that of flue gas flow rate, when compared the sensitive factor between the flow rate ramp case and composition ramp case. Although difference occurs in open-loop and closed-loop controls, it has no effects on identifying which operating parameter contributes to more influence on system operation.

4.7. Control penalty and control cost

As discussed in Section 2.2, two evaluation parameters of control penalty and control cost formulated in Eqs. (10) and (11) are introduced to quantify control effect on system performance. Table 7 shows total energy consumptions, control penalties and control costs for three analyzed cases. Control system contributes to about 1567.52 kWh energy savings in the flue gas composition ramp down process, while the control system leads to more energy consumptions in other two cases. It indicates that control system would provide advantageous or adverse effects on system efficiency when operation deviates from the desirable conditions, which mainly depends on plant characteristics and disturbance types. For control cost, the flue gas composition ramp down process spends the maximum cost while the control cost for the flue gas flow rate ramp down case is the minimum. Small control efforts are required to obtain the desirable CO₂ products in the flue gas flow rate ramp down process, because flow rate change has little effect on product quality and control actions are mild. However, to maintain CO₂ product quality when flue gas composition (CO₂ mole fraction) varies ± 5%, more strong control actions are imposed to the corresponding actuators for dragging operating parameters to their set points. Thus, more attentions should be paid to flue gas composition than that of flue gas flow rate to guarantee safe and robust operation.

Table 5
Energy inputs and outputs for three operation scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy, kWh</th>
<th>Open-loop</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Closed-loop</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas flow rate ramp down</td>
<td>108545.39</td>
<td>72675.36</td>
<td>66.95%</td>
<td>108502.71</td>
<td>71930.47</td>
<td>66.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas composition ramp up</td>
<td>121359.21</td>
<td>82874.64</td>
<td>68.29%</td>
<td>121875.33</td>
<td>81481.07</td>
<td>66.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas composition ramp down</td>
<td>143722.14</td>
<td>93753.19</td>
<td>65.23%</td>
<td>141699.10</td>
<td>93297.67</td>
<td>65.84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6
Sensitive factors for three operating conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Open-loop</th>
<th>Closed-loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas flow rate ramp down</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas composition ramp up</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>20.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas composition ramp down</td>
<td>20.71</td>
<td>19.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7
Energy consumptions, control penalties and control costs for three operating conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy consumption, kWh</th>
<th>Open-loop</th>
<th>Closed-loop</th>
<th>Δα</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas flow rate ramp down</td>
<td>35870.04</td>
<td>36572.24</td>
<td>702.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas composition ramp up</td>
<td>38484.58</td>
<td>40394.26</td>
<td>1909.68</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flue gas composition ramp down</td>
<td>49968.95</td>
<td>48401.43</td>
<td>1567.52</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion

Dynamic exergy method is for the first time proposed for identifying dynamic exergy performance of a process or system. In this method, steady-state simulation, dynamic simulation, and exergy calculation are combined to execute dynamic exergy calculation. Then, the dynamic exergy plots can be drawn to implement dynamic exergy evaluation in which dynamic exergy property, energy consumptions for operations, sensitivity of operating parameters, and the effects of closed-loop control system on system performance can be obtained. From dynamic exergy property, thermodynamic performance for system can be observed in real-time to provide instructions for operators and engineers. Energy consumptions during different operating scenarios can be used to justify the effective utilization of energy for comparing different cases. Sensitive factor is employed to identify the sensitivity of operating parameters and then attention should be paid to the high sensitive operating parameter. Control penalty and control cost are quantified for a specific operating condition to recognize the control effects (energy saving or energy dissipation) and control efforts (or which operating parameter should be required more attention) on system operation. In general, the application of dynamic exergy method to a system can provide significant information for engineers to achieve efficient and effective operation.

When applied to chemical processes, it is found that the method is very powerful to assess system performance dynamically and efficiently. In air compression process, the dynamic exergy properties for open-loop and closed-loop controls are similar with very small offsets when compared with their curves. The effective use of energy for temperature change case is better than that of flow rate change case since the energy utilization ratio in the former case is larger. Temperature is identified as more sensitive parameter for system operation since the sensitive factor for temperature case is larger than that of flow rate case. Meanwhile, the sensitivity of operating parameters is independent to control loop even though their values for flow rate and temperature changes are different between open-loop and closed-loop controls. Due to the negative value for control penalty is obtained, flow rate control loop exhibits the performance of energy savings during the studied two operating scenarios.

For CO2 compression and purification unit, its dynamic exergy property representing by the variations of exergy parameters are related to operating conditions (flue gas flow rate and composition changes). Fuel exergy varies with the evolutions of flue gas flow rate, flue gas composition, and power consumption in compressors, while product exergy changes with the variations of CO2 product flow rate and composition. Exergy destruction and exergy efficiency result from the variations of fuel exergy and product exergy. Compared with energy consumptions among three operating scenarios, the flue gas composition ramp up case appears to be more efficient than that of other two cases since its energy utilization ratio is the largest. As sensitive factor for the flue gas composition ramp case are larger than that in the flue gas flow rate ramp case, it indicates that system performance is more sensitive to the variation of flue gas composition than that of flue gas flow rate. In addition, control system has no effects on identifying the sensitivity of operating parameters since sensitive factors for open-loop and closed-loop controls are quite close. Control system gains energy savings in the flue gas composition ramp down case, however it leads to more energy consumptions in other two cases. Control cost in the flue gas flow rate ramp case is less than that in the flue gas composition cases, which implies that more control efforts are required to maintain CO2 product quality when composition in flue gas drifts away from its desired condition, and more attention should be paid to flue gas composition to achieve safe and robust operation.

Further research should be concentrated on applying the proposed dynamic exergy method for other chemical processes to validate its effectiveness, improving it to uncover the quantified influences of control loops and control layers on system operation, and exploring the pathways to consider economic cost into this method for achieving efficient-economic operation.
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